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Abstrat. The present paper deals with (logarithmi) Lipshitz spaes of type Lip(1;��)p;q (1 �p � 1; 0 < q � 1; � > 1q ). We study their properties and derive some (sharp) embeddingresults. In that sense this paper an be regarded as some ontinuation and extension of ourpapers [8, 9℄, but there are also onnetions with some reent work of Triebel onerning Hardyinequalities and sharp embeddings. Reall that the nowadays almost `lassial' forerunnerof investigations of this type is the Br�ezis-Wainger result [6℄ about the `almost' Lipshitzontinuity of elements of the Sobolev spaes H1+npp (Rn) when 1 < p <1.Keywords: Limiting embeddings, Lipshitz spaes, funtion spaesAMS subjet lassi�ation: 26A16, 46E 35, 26A 150. IntrodutionThe present paper arose in onnetion with our reent papers [8, 9℄ as well as after somedisussion with H. Triebel about this subjet. Conerning our joint papers [8, 9℄ withD. E. Edmunds, we were mainly led by two di�erent questions to study ertain spaesof Lipshitz type and related embeddings.On the one hand, ompat embeddings of the typeid : Bs1p1;q1(
) �! Bs2p2;q2(
) (1)have been investigated for a long time already. Here 
 � Rn is a bounded C1 domain,and Bsipi;qi are the usual Besov spaes with 0 < pi; qi � 1 and si 2 R (i = 1; 2).Embedding (1) is ompat if0 < p1; p2 � 1; s1 � s2 > n max � 1p1 � 1p2 ; 0�; 0 < q1; q2 � 1: (2)The question now arises what happens when (2) is replaed bys1 � np1 = s2 � np2 ; 0 < p1 � p2 � 1; 0 < q1; q2 � 1;the so-alled limiting ase. Clearly, embedding (1) is no longer ompat. However,modifying the setting slightly, say, enlarging the target spae suÆiently arefully (wherethe initial spae is assumed to be �xed now), may lead to ompat limiting embeddings.Dorothee D. Haroske: Friedrih Shiller Univ., Math. Inst., D-07740 Jenaharoske�minet.uni-jena.deISSN 0232-2064 / $ 2.50  Heldermann Verlag Berlin



782 Dorothee D. HaroskeOne approah was given by Edmunds and Triebel in [10: Setion 3.4℄, hanging theintegrability p2 of the target spae slightly, where now spaes similar to the well-knownLorentz-Zygmund spaes Lp(logL)a(
) (a 2 R) appear. A parallel result, onerningthe (weighted) Rn-setting an be found in [ 12 ; 13 ℄.Another idea to reover ompatness of (1) when s1 � np1 = s2 � np2 , is to dereasethe smoothness of the target spae in suh a way that the embedding beomes om-pat again, but the smoothness s2 is preserved; i.e. we stik at the limiting situation.In that way one quite naturally arrives at the introdution of new spaes with addi-tional `logarithmi smoothness'. As an example one may onsider the ase s2 = 1 andp2 = 1. It turns out that in the ase of B-spaes there is an interplay between the(usually negleted) q-parameters and the additional logarithmi smoothness. This re-sult is somewhat surprising in our opinion, though similar results were obtained before(f. [11℄).The seond reason to deal with spaes of `logarithmi smoothness' in more detail,is the well-known and elebrated result of Br�ezis and Wainger [6℄ in whih it was shownthat every funtion u in H1+npp (Rn) is `almost' Lipshitz-ontinuous, in the sense that,for all x; y 2 Rn with 0 < jx� yj < 12 ,ju(x)� u(y)j �  jx� yj �� log jx� yj�� 1p0 kujH1+npp (Rn)k: (3)Here  is a onstant independent of x; y and u, and 1p0 + 1p = 1. Our aim in [9℄ was toinvestigate how `sharp' this result is (onerning the exponent of the log-term), as wellas to look for possible extensions to the wider sale of F -spaes and parallel results forB-spaes. We found that the exponent 1p0 is sharp in the F -setting, whereas in ase ofB-spaes the sharp exponent turned out to be 1q0 . As already mentioned above, thisimportant role played by the q-parameter is rather unusual.Moreover, (3) also suggests some de�nition of `logarithmi' Lipshitz spaes in thefollowing way: some f 2 C(Rn) belongs to Lip(1;��)(Rn) (� � 0) ifkf jLip(1;��)(Rn)k := kf jL1(Rn)k+ sup0<jhj< 12 supx2Rn j(�hf)(x)jjhj j log jhj j� (4)is �nite. Here �h is given by (�hf)(x) = f(x+ h)� f(x) (x; h 2 Rn), as usual. Thusthe Br�ezis-Wainger result (3) (together with the sharpness assertion [9: Theorem 2.1℄)reads as H1+npp (Rn) ,! Lip(1;��)(Rn) if, and only if, � � 1p0 , where 1 < p < 1 and1p + 1p0 = 1. Studying (logarithmi) Lipshitz spaes in greater detail, one observes that{ simply by onstrution { (4) an be understood as de�nition for spaes Lip(1;��) =Lip(1;��)1;1 (� � 0), whereas the more general setting leads to spaes Lip(1;��)p;q (1 � p �1; 0 < q � 1; � > 1q ) given bykf jLip(1;��)p;q (Rn)k = kf jLp(Rn)k+8>>><>>>:�Z 1=20 � !(f; t)pt j log tj� �q dtt � 1q if q <1sup0<t< 12 !(f; t)pt j log tj� if q =19>>>=>>>; <1;



On More General Lipshitz Spaes 783where !(f; t)p = supjhj�t k�hf jLp(Rn)k for t > 0 and f 2 Lp(Rn). Note that in thisnotation (4) an be rewritten askf jLip(1;��)1;1 (Rn)k � kf jL1(Rn)k+ sup0<t< 12 !(f; t)1t j log tj� :One may ask now whih embedding results an be derived for suh spaes when p <1; q <1, and ompare the outome with the ase already studied, i.e. for p = q =1.We will follow this question in the present paper.It seems that there are also onnetions with Hardy inequalities and sharp embed-dings as some related investigations by Triebel suggest.Finally, let us briey mention that these logarithmi Lipshitz spaes appear in manymore onnetions, e.g. when studying (generalised) moduli of smoothness and relatedinequalities (see [3, 7℄). Furthermore, these spaes seem involved when haraterisingthe regularity of solutions in stationary problems (see [17℄) and when investigatinghydrodynamis in Besov spaes (f. [20℄). Thus it is not only of inner-mathematialinterest to study suh spaes in greater detail, but also in view of appliations. Theyare, however, out of the sope of the present paper.At �rst, in Setion 1, we will briey reall some fundamentals about the funtionspaes in question. Next, in Setion 2, we derive some results about equivalent norms forthe spaes under onsideration. In Setion 3 we investigate related `sharp' embeddingsbetween di�erent spaes. Finally, in Setion 4, we will briey ompare our approahwith a few others, dealing with spaes of logarithmi smoothness, too.Aknowledgements. It is a pleasure for me to give my thanks to Prof. Dr. H.Triebel who gave me opportunity to disuss the problem with him several times.1. PreliminariesWe start with realling some de�nitions. All further details may be found in [8, 9℄.Let Rn be Eulidean n-spae. Given two (quasi-) Banah spaes X and Y , wewrite X ,! Y if X � Y and the natural embedding of X into Y is ontinuous. Allunimportant positive onstants will be denoted by , oasionally with subsripts. Forsome a 2 R put a+ := max(a; 0). Moreover, for 0 < r � 1 the number r0 is given by1r0 := (1� 1r )+.Let C(Rn) be the spae of all omplex-valued bounded ontinuous funtions on Rn,equipped with the sup-norm as usual. If m 2 N, we de�neCm(Rn) = �f : D�f 2 C(Rn) for all j�j � m	:Here D� are lassial derivatives and Cm(Rn) is endowed with the normkf jCm(Rn)k = Xj�j�m kD�f jL1(Rn)k:



784 Dorothee D. HaroskeReall the onept of the di�erene operator �mh (m 2 N0; h 2 Rn): Let f be anarbitrary funtion on Rn. Then(�1hf)(x) = f(x+ h)� f(x)...(�m+1h f)(x) = �1h(�mh f)(x) 9>>=>>;where x; h 2 Rn. Moreover, for some r 2 N and 1 � p � 1, the r-th modulus ofsmoothness of a funtion f 2 Lp(Rn) is de�ned by!r(f; t)p = supjhj�t k�rhf jLp(Rn)k (t > 0)(see [3: Chapter 5/De�nition 4.2, p. 332℄ or [7: Chapter 2/x7, pp. 44 { 46℄). Sometimes,when there is no danger of onfusion, we may write !(f; t)p instead of !1(f; t)p and!r(f; t) instead of !r(f; t)1.De�nition 1. Let 1 � p � 1; 0 < q � 1 and � > 1q . Then Lip(1;��)p;q (Rn) isde�ned as the set of all f 2 Lp(Rn) suh thatkf jLip(1;��)p;q (Rn)k := kf jLp(Rn)k+ �Z 1=20 � !(f; t)pt j log tj� �q dtt � 1q (5)(with the usual modi�ation if q =1) is �nite.Remark 2. Note that De�nition 1 oinides with [8: De�nition 4.1℄ when q =1,i.e. in our former notation we have Lip(1;��)p = Lip(1;��)p;1 (� � 0; 1 � p � 1).Moreover, in ase of p = q = 1; � � 0 we regain the logarithmi Lipshitz spaesLip(1;��) = Lip(1;��)1;1 introdued in [9℄, whih for � = 0 ollapse to the lassial Lipshitzspaes.The restrition � > 1q is quite natural as otherwise we have Lip(1;��)p;q = f0g only(see Remark 18 below). However, when q =1 we may also admit � = 0.Remark 3. The spaes Lip(1;��)1;1 (Rn) (� � 0) an also be obtained as a speialase of the more general spaes C0;�(t)(
) (
 � Rn), whih were introdued by Kufner,John and Fu���k (see [15: De�nition 7.2.12, p. 361℄). Put ��(t) = tj log tj�, for smallt > 0, � � 0, and ��(0) := 0. Then one easily heks that Lip(1;��)1;1 (Rn) = C0;��(t)(Rn)(see [15: De�nition 7.2.12, p. 361℄ for details).Moreover, spaes of type Lip(1;��)p;1 (� = 0) were introdued as Lip(1; Lp) by DeVoreand Lorentz in [7: Chapter 2/x9, p. 51℄, where Rn is being replaed by some interval[a; b℄ � R and 0 < p � 1.We reall briey the basi ingredients needed to introdue spaes of type Bsp;q andF sp;q. Leopold studied in [16℄ spaes of type B(s;b)p;q (b 2 R) whih extend the saleof usual B-spaes in terms of smoothness. In order to ompare related results laterwe give here the more general de�nition of B(s;b)p;q instead of Bsp;q. The Shwartz spae



On More General Lipshitz Spaes 785S(Rn) and its dual S0(Rn) of all omplex-valued tempered distributions have their usualmeaning here. Furthermore, Lp(Rn) with 0 < p � 1 is the usual quasi-Banah spaewith respet to Lebesgue measure. Let ' 2 S(Rn) be suh thatsupp' � fy 2 Rn : jyj < 2g and '(x) = 1 if jxj � 1;put '0 = ' and for eah j 2 N let'j(x) = '(2�jx)� '(2�j+1x):Then sine 1 = P1j=0 'j(x) for all x 2 Rn, the f'jg1j=0 form a a dyadi partition ofunity. Given any f 2 S0(Rn), we denote by Ff and F�1f its Fourier transform and itsinverse Fourier transform, respetively.De�nition 4. Let s 2 R; 0 < q � 1, and let f'jg be the above dyadi resolutionof unity.(i) Let 0 < p � 1 and b 2 R. The spae B(s;b)p;q (Rn) is the olletion of allf 2 S0(Rn) suh thatkf jB(s;b)p;q (Rn)k = � 1Xj=0 2jsq(1 + j)bqkF�1 'jFf jLp(Rn)kq� 1q (6)(with the usual modi�ation if q =1) is �nite.(ii) Let 0 < p <1. The spae F sp;q(Rn) is the olletion of all f 2 S0(Rn) suh thatkf jF sp;q(Rn)k = � 1Xj=0 2jsqjF�1 'jFf(�)jq� 1q ���Lp(Rn) (7)(with the usual modi�ation if q =1) is �nite.When b = 0, part (i) of the de�nition above oinides with the usual de�nition forB-spaes, B(s;0)p;q = Bsp;q (see [18: De�nition 2.3.1/2, p. 45℄).The theory of the spaes Bsp;q (b = 0) and F sp;q has been developed in detail in [18,19℄. These two sales Bsp;q and F sp;q over (frational) Sobolev spaes, H�older-Zygmundspaes, loal Hardy spaes, and lassial Besov spaes { haraterised via derivativesand di�erenes. Moreover, there are extensions to these onepts leading to spaes ofgeneralised smoothness. They have been studied in great detail by the Russian shool,mainly Lizorkin, Gol'dman and Kalyabin. Quite reently Leopold studied spaes of thetype B(s;b)p;q (b 2 R) as de�ned in (6) (see [16℄).



786 Dorothee D. Haroske2. Equivalent normsWe onsider spaes of the type Lip(1;��)p;q and B(s;b)p;q (see De�nitions 1 and 4) and givesome equivalent haraterisations whih will be more onvenient to handle in the sequel.Let all spaes be de�ned on Rn unless otherwise stated. Reall that we have in B-spaesthe equivalent normkf jBsp;qk � kf jLpk+ �Z 1=20 �!r(f; t)pts �q dtt � 1q (8)(with the usual modi�ation if q =1). Here r 2 N is suh that r > s (see [3: Chapter5/De�nition 4.3, p. 332℄, [7: Chapter 2/x10, pp. 54-56℄ (where the Besov spaes arede�ned in that way) and [18: Theorem 2.5.12, p. 110℄ for what onerns the equivaleneresult).The following extrapolation type result for spaes Lip(1;��)p;1 is known.Proposition 5. Let 1 � p � 1 and � > 0. Then f 2 Lip(1;��)p;1 if, and only if, fbelongs to Lp and there is some  > 0 suh that for all � with 0 < � < 1sup0<t< 12 !(f; t)pt1�� �  ���:Moreover, we obtain as an equivalent norm in Lip(1;��)p;1kf jLip(1;��)p;1 k � kf jLpk+ sup0<�<1�� sup0<t< 12 !(f; t)pt1�� : (9)Remark 6. Proposition 5 and its proof an be found in [8: Proposition 4.2/(i)℄.Note that when p = 1 it oinides with the result of Krbe and Shmeisser in [14:Proposition 2.5℄.We want to mention some apparently elegant, but dangerous notation replaing (9).In view of (8) with r = 1 and s = 1� �, q =1, i.ekf jB1��p;1k � kf jLpk+ sup0<t< 12 !(f; t)pt1�� ; (10)one might be tempted to shorten (9) bykf jLip(1;��)p;1 k � sup0<�<1�� kf jB1��p;1k: (11)However, the (hidden) equivalene onstants in (10) depend upon �, espeially for � # 0,thus one either has to alulate this dependene expliitly, or has to note that the B-spaes in (11) are de�ned via �rst di�erenes only (in ontrast to the usual Fourier-analytial approah). Hene we prefer the slightly more ompliated but orret formu-lation of the equivalene (9) not to be misled.We give the natural ounterpart of (9) when dealing with spaes Lip(1;��)p;q (1 �p � 1; 0 < q <1; � > 1q ).



On More General Lipshitz Spaes 787Proposition 7. Let 1 � p � 1, 0 < q < 1 and � > 1q . Then f 2 Lip(1;��)p;q if,and only if, f belongs to Lp and there is some  > 0 suh thatZ 10 ��q Z 1=20 �!(f; t)pt1�� �q dtt d�� � :Moreover, kf jLip(1;��)p;q k � kf jLpk+ �Z 10 ��q Z 1=20 �!(f; t)pt1�� �q dtt d�� � 1q : (12)Note that the results (9) and (12) as well as the proof below resemble in somesense the argument given in [10: Setion 2.6.2, pp. 69-71℄ onerning the spaesLp(logL)a (1 < p < 1; a 2 R). Furthermore, in the sense of the above Remark 6it seems an obvious but dangerous notation in our opinion to replae (12) bykf jLip(1;��)p;q k � �Z 10 ��qkf jB1��p;q kq d�� � 1q :Stritly spoken, the problems with this notation are the same as desribed in Remark6 above (for q =1), we thus stik at (12).Proof of Proposition 7. In view of (5) it is suÆient to verify thatZ 10 ��q Z 1=20 �!(f; t)pt1�� �q dtt d�� � Z 1=20 � !(f; t)pt j log tj� �q dtt :Furthermore, by Fubini's theorem this redues to showing thatZ 10 ��q�1t�qd� � j log tj��q: (13)Using the substitution � = �qj log tj we arrive atZ 10 ��q�1t�qd� = q��qj log tj��q Z qj log tj0 ��q�1e��d�: (14)The last term in (14) tends to �(�q) when t # 0. Thus (13) is shown (reall 0 < t < 12 )We ome to some ounterpart of (8) when dealing with spaes of type B(s;b)p;q (b 2 R).Proposition 8. Let 1 � p � 1; 0 < q � 1 and b � 0. Thenkf jB(1;�b)p;q k � kf jLpk+ �Z 1=20 �!2(f; t)pt j log tjb �q dtt � 1q (15)(with the usual modi�ation for q =1).Proof. Note that (15) oinides with (8) for b = 0, s = 1 and r = 2. The proofonsists of suitable adaptions of the related proofs for b = 0 in [18℄, that is Theorem2.5.12/(i) in [18: pp. 110/111℄, and subsequently [18: Theorem 2.3.6/(i), p.56℄ and [18:Theorem 2.5.3/(i), pp. 80 { 83℄. The neessary modi�ations are obvious



788 Dorothee D. HaroskeRemark 9. In view of [18: Theorem 2.5.12/(i)℄ one an extend (15) to spaes B(s;b)p;qwith 0 < p � 1; s > n( 1p�1)+; b 2 R and 0 < q � 1, where !2(f; t)p has to be replaedby !r(f; t)p with r > s (r 2 N),kf jB(s;�b)p;q k � kf jLpk+ �Z 1=20 � !r(f; t)pts j log tjb �q dtt � 1q <1:In partiular, for p = q = 1 we arrive at spaes of Zygmund type, C(s;��) = B(s;��)1;1(s > 0; � 2 R), kf jC(s;��)k = kf jL1k+ sup0<t< 12 !r(f; t)ts j log tj� ; (16)where r 2 N with r > s.3. EmbeddingsReall that all spaes are de�ned on Rn unless otherwise stated.3.1 Embeddings into spaes of Lipshitz type. In [8: Proposition 4.2/(ii)℄ weahieved the following result.Proposition 10. Let 1 � p � 1; 0 < q � 1 and � > 0. ThenB1p;q ,! Lip(1;��)p;1 if � � 1q0 : (17)Note that in the ase of p = 1 one reovers in that way (a weaker version of) theembedding theorem [9: Theorem 2.1/(ii)℄. The ounterpart of (17) for spaes Lip(1;��)p;qreads as follows.Proposition 11. Let 1 � p � 1; 0 < q; v � 1 and � > 1v . ThenB1p;q ,! Lip(1;��)p;v if (� � 1q0 and v =1� > 1v + 1q0 and v <1. (18)Proof. The upper line in (18) is overed by (17), thus we assume v < 1. In viewof (5) and (8) it is suÆient to show that�Z 1=20 � !(f; t)pt j log tj� �v dtt � 1v �  kf jB1p;qkif � > 1v + 1q0 . But obviously�Z 1=20 � !(f; t)pt j log tj� �v dtt � 1v � sup0<t< 12 !(f; t)pt j log tj 1q0 �Z 1=20 j log tj�(�� 1q0 )v dtt � 1v�  kf jLip(1;��)p;1 k� 0kf jB1p;qk ;where we used (5) and � � 1q0 > 1v in the penultimate inequality. The last estimate isovered by (17). This ends the proof of Proposition 11



On More General Lipshitz Spaes 789Remark 12. In view of the above proof it is lear that the `ritial ase', that is,� = 1q0 + 1v , annot be handled in the same way, beauseZ 1=20 j log tj�(�� 1q0 )v dttfails to onverge then and the whole argument breaks down. However, there is somereason to believe that embedding (18) holds for � = 1q0 + 1v , too, at least when 1 �v; q � 1: On the one hand, there is the ase v = 1 (see (17)) whih supports thisonjeture. On the other hand, there is a orresponding limiting result by Triebel when1 < v = q � 1 and � � 1 (see Remark 14 below).Note that Proposition 11 an also be proved diretly, that is without appliation ofProposition 10, by appliation of Marhaud's inequality (see (32) below). We do notknow so far whether the `ritial ase' � = 1q0 + 1v in (17) an be obtained by a (re�ned)version or appliation of Marhaud's inequality. Some `weak' point in an argument ofthat type is always the appliation of H�older's inequality where one might lose sharperresults already (see Proposition 16 and its proof (espeially Step 3) below). So one hasprobably to strengthen di�erent tehniques, like atomi deompositions, say, in orderto prove (17) when � = 1q0 + 1v . Note that our original proof of (17) (with p =1) in [9℄is based on an atomi deomposition, too.Let us �nally mention that, at least for p = 1, it is easy to see that � = 1q0 + 1vis in fat the best, that is the smallest possible log-exponent in (17). In other words,the embedding fails when � < 1q0 + 1v . This beomes evident in partiular in the nextsetion, we thus postpone the argument to Remark 19 below.The most interesting result is ertainly the ase v = q and p = 1 in (18). Ad-ditionally, involving some elementary embeddings for Bsp;q spaes we have proved thefollowing.Corollary 13. Let 0 < p � 1; 0 < q � 1 and � > 1q . ThenB1+npp;q ,! Lip(1;��)1;q if �� � 1 and q =1,� > max(1; 1q ) and 0 < q <1. (19)Remark 14. Triebel proved in some so far unpublished notes that (19) holds with� = 1 when 1 < q � 1 and 0 < p < 1, using di�erent tehniques (involving non-inreasing rearrangement, Hardy inequalities and atomi deompositions).We briey turn to F -spaes. Reall the following result �rst.Proposition 15. Let 0 < p <1; 0 < q � 1 and � � 0. ThenF 1+npp;q ,! Lip(1;��)1;1 if � � 1p0 : (20)We proved this assertion in [9: Theorem 2.1/(i)℄. Moreover, the exponent � = 1p0 ,when 1 < p < 1, is sharp. Note that in the ase of 1 < p < 1 and q = 2 (20)reprodues the famous Br�ezis-Wainger result [6℄.



790 Dorothee D. HaroskeThere is also an extension of Proposition 15 to spaes Lip(1;��)p;q , but is is moreonvenient for us to postpone this result to Corollary 20 below.3.2 Embeddings of purely Lipshitzian type. We study embeddings now wherethe initial spae as well as the target one is of type Lip(1;��)p;q .Proposition 16. Let 1 � p � 1; 0 < q; v � 1 and � > 1q ; � > 1v . ThenLip(1;��)p;q ,! Lip(1;��)p;v if, and only if, (� � 1v � �� 1q and v � q,� � 1v > �� 1q and v < q. (21)Proof. Note that the upper line in (21) is somehow surprising, as it means thatsome spae Lip(1;��)p;q an be ontinuously embedded into Lip(1;��)p;v even if � < �. At�rst glane this seems impossible: having `less' (logarithmi) smoothness (��) in theoriginal spae than in the target one (��); but it turns out that this fat simply refersbak to the inuene of q in De�nition 1. The argument to prove it is indeed a trikyone and due to Bennett and Rudnik in [2℄ (as far as we know) - what they all some`diagonal' result. But we return to this point later in the proof.Step 1. We �rst prove the neessity of the assumptions on the parameters in (21).Let f�;� 2 Lp be suh that!(f�;�; t)p � t j log tj� �� log j log tj ���� (22)for small t > 0 and �; � 2 R. Note that f�;0 2 Lip(1;��)p;q if, and only if, � < �� 1q . Thus,assuming �� 1v < �� 1q and 0 < q; v � 1, we may hoose � suh that �� 1v � � < �� 1qand hene f�;0 2 Lip(1;��)p;q nLip(1;��)p;v . Now let �� 1v = �� 1q =: �. Then f�;� 2 Lip(1;��)p;qif, and only if, � > 1q . Consequently, f�;� 2 Lip(1;��)p;q n Lip(1;��)p;v if � = � � 1v = �� 1qand 1q < � � 1v , that is, when � � 1v = �� 1q and v < q.Step 2. We prove the suÆieny in (21) in ase of v < q. In view of (5) we have toshow that �Z 1=20 � !(f; t)pt j log tj� �v dtt � 1v � �Z 1=20 � !(f; t)pt j log tj� �q dtt � 1q :By H�older's inequality we get�Z 1=20 � !(f; t)pt j log tj� �v dtt � 1v� �Z 1=20 � !(f; t)pt j log tj� �q dtt � 1q�Z 1=20 j log tj� ���1=v�1=q dtt � 1v� 1q� 0�Z 1=20 � !(f; t)pt j log tj� �q dtt � 1q ;where the last estimate is orret for � � � > 1v � 1q . This gives the lower line in (21).



On More General Lipshitz Spaes 791Step 3. It remains to verify the upper line in (21). By the obvious monotoniityargument it is suÆient to proveLip(1;��)p;q ,! Lip(1;��)p;v if � � 1v = �� 1q ; v � q: (23)As already mentioned we make use of a lever trik whih an be found in [2: Theorem9.5, p. 33℄. Reall � > 1q . Obviously,[j log tj�(�q�1)℄0 = �q � 1t j log tj�q (t > 0)implies j log tj�(�q�1) =  Z t0 d�� j log � j�q : (24)Bennett and Rudnik in [2: Theorem 9.5℄ then gained from the fat that for somefuntion f its rearrangement f� is dereasing (by de�nition). In our ase we mayreplae this argument in the following way : by [7: Chapter 2/x6, p. 41 { 42℄ one hasthat t�1 !(f; t)p is { roughly speaking { dereasing in t > 0 (up to onstants), suh that(24) (after multiplying both sides by [t�1 !(f; t)p℄q and involving the above-desribedmonotoniity) results for 0 < t < 12 in!(f; t)pt j log tj�� 1q � �Z t0 � !(f; �)p� j log � j� �q d�� � 1q : (25)Using the deomposition� !(f; t)pt j log tj� �v = � !(f; t)pt j log tj� �q � !(f; t)pt j log tj��1=q �v�q (26)we apply (25) to the last term on the right-hand side of (26) and reall (23). Thus�Z 1=20 � !(f; t)pt j log tj� �v dtt � 1v� �Z 1=20 � !(f; t)pt j log tj� �q �Z 1=20 � !(f; �)p� j log � j� �q d�� � v�qq dtt � 1v= �Z 1=20 � !(f; �)p� j log � j� �q d�� � v�qvq �Z 1=20 � !(f; t)pt j log tj� �q dtt � 1v= �Z 1=20 � !(f; t)pt j log tj� �q dtt � 1q :This gives (23)



792 Dorothee D. HaroskeRemark 17. One reognises that our result (21) resembles the outome [2: The-orems 9.3 and 9.5℄ by Bennett and Rudnik when in their setting p = 1. We alreadymentioned the somehow astonishing result that onerning the embedding Lip(1;��)p;qinto Lip(1;��)p;v one an `ompensate' some gain of logarithmi smoothness �� > �� by`paying' with the additional index q, that is, as long as (��)� (��) � 1q � 1v ; v � q.This situation is essentially di�erent from the related one when dealing with spaesB(s;b)p;q , but we postpone a disussion of this phenomenon to Setion 4.Remark 18. We used in Step 3 of the above proof that t�1 !(f; t)p (1 � p � 1)is (more or less) dereasing in t > 0. This fat immediately implies that Lip(1;��)p;q with0 < q <1 and � � 1q is a very poor spae (see Remark 2). For assuming that there issome  > 0 suh that !(f; t)pt �  > 0for small t > 0, one an estimatekf jLip(1;��)p;q k � C�Z 1=20 1j log tj�q dtt � 1qbut the right-hand side diverges for � � 1q . Thus, onversely, for a funtion f 2Lip(1;��)p;q (0 < q <1; � � 1q ) we have to assume !(f; t)p = 0 for small t > 0 { and theonly onstant belonging to Lp is the null funtion.Remark 19. We show that the embedding B1p;q ,! Lip(1;��)p;v fails for � < 1q0 + 1v .For onveniene, let p = 1; but an adapted argument should work for p < 1, too.Assume that B11;q ,! Lip(1;��)1;v for some � < 1q0 + 1v . Then by (21) we may ontinueB11;q ,! Lip(1;��)1;v ,! Lip(1;��)1;1 �� = �� 1v < ( 1q0 + 1v )� 1v = 1q0 �:However, this ontradits the sharpness assertion in [9: Theorem 2.1/(ii)℄ stating thatB11;q ,! Lip(1;��)1;1 if, and only if, � � 1q0 . Hene B1p;q ,! Lip(1;��)p;v implies � � 1q0 + 1v ,at least for p =1. In partiular, when 1 � q = v � 1, we neessarily have � � 1 (see(19)).We now give the promised extension of Proposition 15. Obviously, Proposition 16and (20) imply the following.Corollary 20. Let 0 < p <1; 0 < q; v � 1 and � > 1v . ThenF 1+npp;q ,! Lip(1;��)1;v if (� � 1p0 and v =1� > 1v + 1p0 and v <1.In partiular, F 1+npp;q ,! Lip(1;��)1;p if � > max(1; 1p ): (27)



On More General Lipshitz Spaes 793Remark 21. Parallel to Remark 14 we mention that Triebel obtained instead of(27) a sharper assertion with � = 1, when 1 < p <1. Note that by a similar argument,i.e. ombination of (17) and (21), we get an alternative proof of Proposition 11.3.3 Embeddings between `logarithmially smooth' spaes. In Setion 4 weintend to ompare spaes of the types B(s;b)p;q and Lip(1;��)p;q in some detail. Thus it is ofpartiular interest to derive a few more, rather elementary embeddings between bothsales of spaes. We studied this question for p = q = 1 in [9: Proposition 4.2℄ andobtained the following.Proposition 22. Let � � 0. ThenB(1;��)1;1 ,! Lip(1;��)1;1 ,! B(1;��)1;1 :Moreover, we proved in [9: Proposition 4.4℄ thatB(1;��)1;q ,! Lip(1;��)1;1 if, and only if, 0 < q � 1:In view of haraterisation (15) and Marhaud's inequality we may extend Proposition22 to spaes Lip(1;��)p;q .Corollary 23. Let 1 � p � 1; 0 < q � 1 and � > 1q .(i) Then B(1;��)p;1 ,! Lip(1;��)p;q if �� < �� 1q and 0 < q <1� � � and q =1. (28)Moreover, B(1;�(�� 1q ))p;min(q;1) ,! Lip(1;��)p;q : (29)(ii) Then Lip(1;��)p;q ,! B(1;�(�� 1q ))p;1 : (30)Proof.Step 1. We deal with (28). Note that for q � 1 (28) is a onsequene of (29), butwe will prove both assertions separately. In view of (15) and (5) it is suÆient to showthat �Z 1=20 � !(f; t)pt j log tj� �q dtt � 1q � �kf jLpk+ Z 1=20 !2(f; t)pt j log tj� dtt �; (31)where � < � � 1q and 0 < q < 1 (the modi�ations for q = 1 will be lear from theargument below). Furthermore, without restrition of generality we an assume that 0 �� < �� 1q , the rest is done by the monotoniity of B(s;b)p;q spaes. We apply Marhaud'sinequality (see [3: Chapter 5/Formula (4.11), p. 334℄ or [7: Chapter 2/Theorem 8.1, p.47℄) whih states the following : let f 2 Lp (1 � p � 1); t > 0 and k 2 N. Then!k(f; t)p � klog 2 tk Z 1t !k+1(f; u)puk duu : (32)



794 Dorothee D. HaroskeIn partiular, assuming k = 1, then (32) implies that there is some  > 0 suh that!(f; t)p � t Z 1t !2(f; u)pu duufor all f 2 Lp and t > 0. We thus may onlude that�Z 1=20 � !(f; t)pt j log tj� �q dtt � 1q= �Z 1=20 1j log tj�q �!(f; t)pt �q dtt � 1q� �kf jLpk+ �Z 1=20 1j log tj�q �Z 1=2t !2(f; u)pu duu �q dtt � 1q�: (33)
By the monotoniity of the log-funtion we haveZ 1=2t !2(f; u)pu duu �  j log tj� Z 1=2t !2(f; u)pu j loguj� duu �  j log tj� Z 1=20 !2(f; u)pu j loguj� duufor any t with 0 < t < 12 ; reall � � 0. Thus (33) implies�Z 1=20 � !(f; t)pt j log tj� �q dtt � 1q� �kf jLpk+ �Z 1=20 1j log tj(���)q dtt � 1q �Z 1=20 !2(f; u)pu j loguj� duu ��� 0kf jB(1;��)p;1 k ;where the last inequality is orret for � < �� 1q . In ase of q = 1 one has to modifythe above argument in an obvious manner. Hene (28) is shown.Step 2. We prove (29). Let �rst 0 < q � 1. Then (31) has to be replaed by�Z 1=20 � !(f; t)pt j log tj� �q dtt � 1q � �kf jLpk+ �Z 1=20 � !2(f; t)pt j log tj�� 1q �q dtt � 1q�: (34)Reall 0 < q � 1, thus (33) and Fubini's theorem yield�Z 1=20 � !(f; t)pt j log tj� �q dtt � 1q� �kf jLpk+ �Z 1=20 1j log tj�q Z 1=2t �!2(f; u)pu �q duu dtt � 1q�= �kf jLpk+ �Z 1=20 �!2(f; u)pu �q Z u0 1j log tj�q dtt duu � 1q�� 0�kf jLpk+ �Z 1=20 � !2(f; u)pu j loguj�� 1q �q duu � 1q� ;



On More General Lipshitz Spaes 795where we also used � > 1q . This gives (34), i.e. (29) for 0 < q � 1. Assume now1 � q � 1. Put � := 1 + (�� 1q ) > 1, i.e. �� 1q = � � 1. The just proved result (29)with q = 1 implies B(1;�(�� 1q ))p;1 = B(1;�(��1))p;1 ,! Lip(1;��)p;1 : (35)Moreover, (21) provides Lip(1;��)p;1 ,! Lip(1;��)p;q beause q � 1 and � � 1 = �� 1q . Thuswe an ontinue (35) to the desired result (29), now for 1 � q � 1.Step 3. It remains to show (30). We gain from Proposition 16 in the following way:by (21) we have Lip(1;��)p;q ,! Lip(1;�(�� 1q ))p;1 and an thus redue (30) to the veri�ationof Lip(1;�)p;1 ,! B(1;�)p;1 for some  > 0 and 1 � p � 1. But this is obvious by (15), (5)and !2(f; t)p �  !(f; t)pRemark 24. Note that for p = q = 1 assertions (28) - (30) oinide with [9:Proposition 4.2℄.Moreover, by Step 3 of the above proof (in partiular, Lip(1;��)p;v ,! B(1;��)p;v for� > 1v ) in onnetion with Proposition 16 we immediately obtain the following extensionof (30).Corollary 25. Let 1 � p � 1; 0 < q; v � 1 and � > 1q ; � > 1v . ThenLip(1;��)p;q ,! B(1;��)p;v if ( � � 1v � �� 1q and v � q,� � 1v > �� 1q and v < q. (36)On the other hand, we may also omplement (29) by a similar assertion.Corollary 26. Let 1 � p � 1; 1 � q � 1 and � > 1. ThenB(1;�(��1))p;q ,! Lip(1;��)p;q : (37)Proof. We proeed similarly to the proof of Corollary 23. Now (31) has to bereplaed by�Z 1=20 � !(f; t)pt j log tj� �q dtt � 1q � �kf jLpk+ �Z 1=20 � !2(f; t)pt j log tj��1 �q dtt � 1q�: (38)Reall q � 1, thus (33) together with H�older's inequality and Fubini's theorem imply�Z 1=20 � !(f; t)pt j log tj� �q dtt � 1q� �kf jLpk+ �Z 1=20 1j log tjq(�� 1q0 ) Z 1=2t �!2(f; u)pu �q duu dtt � 1q�= �kf jLpk+ �Z 1=20 �!2(f; u)pu �q Z u0 1j log tjq(�� 1q0 ) dtt duu � 1q�� 0�kf jLpk+ �Z 1=20 � !2(f; u)pu j loguj��1 �q duu � 1q�beause � > 1. Hene (38) is veri�ed



796 Dorothee D. HaroskeReall the notation for spaes C(1;��) (� � 0), see (16) with s = 1 and r = 2. Weproved in [8: Proposition 2.7℄ thatLip(1;��)1;1 ,! C(1;��) ,! Lip(1;�)1;1 (39)if, and only if, � � � and  � � + 1:Hene (37) oinides with the right-hand embedding in (39) when p = q =1.4. Some disussionWe ompare `logarithmially smooth' Besov spaes B(s;b)p;q , introdued by Leopold in [16℄,and `logarithmi' Lipshitz spaes Lip(1;��)p;q . From the point of dealing with these spaesin view of atomi deompositions et., it is essential that the logarithmi B-spaes, thatis B(s;b)p;q arise by a Fourier-analytial approah (like the usual spaes Bsp;q; see (6)),whereas the logarithmi Lipshitz spaes Lip(1;��)p;q , de�ned via �rst di�erenes (see(5)), remain as `Fourier-unfriendly' as were their lassial forerunners (with p = q =1and � = 0). In fat, the almost inonspiuous modi�ation in (5) ompared with (15),namely the substitution of !2(f; t)p by !1(f; t)p, auses a striking di�erene in thefeatures of the orresponding spaes (as it does for � = b = 0).We return to Proposition 16. The ounterpart for spaes B(s;b)p;q , obtained by Leopoldin [16: Theorem 1℄, reads as follows :Let s 2 R, b1; b2 2 R, 0 < p � 1 and 0 < q1; q2 � 1. ThenB(s;b1)p;q1 ,! B(s;b2)p;q2 if, and only if, � b1 � b2 � 0 and q1 � q2,b1 � b2 > 1q2 � 1q1 and q1 > q2. (40)It is obvious, that { though (21) and (40) appear related somehow { the role playedby the parameter q in either ase is obviously di�erent. The `diagonal argument' (es-sentially used in Step 3 of the proof of Proposition 16 and borrowed from Bennett andRudnik) does not apply in that ase. In other words, the parallel notation (takingthe same parameter q) in both ases B(s;b)p;q and Lip(1;��)p;q , respetively, is a danger-ous one (though suggestive in either ase), possibly pretending at �rst glane that theonstrution involving q might be the same; however, it is not. On the other hand,it is nevertheless surprising that the `�ne index' q in these limiting ases beomes soimportant.Furthermore, we study the question now `where' the Lipshitz spaes Lip(1;��)p;q anbe found within the sale of Besov spaes B(s;b)p;q . Let 1 � p � 1 and 0 < q � 1.Conerning the sale of logarithmi Besov spaes B(1;b)p;q for �xed p and q, but arbitraryb 2 R, we may loate the Lipshitz spaes Lip(1;��)p;q as follows. Denote by q� := min(q; 1)and assume � > 1q� . ThenB(1;�(�� 1q� ))p;q ,! Lip(1;��)p;q ,! B(1;��)p;q (41)



On More General Lipshitz Spaes 797(see (29), (36) and (37)). Insisting, however, on the same (logarithmi) smoothness inboth nestling spaes of type B(1;b)p;q , that is, for �xed p and b but varying q, we foundB(1;�(�� 1q ))p;q� ,! Lip(1;��)p;q ,! B(1;�(�� 1q ))p;1 (42)(reall (29) and (30)). Note, �nally, that for 1 < q <1 the respetive initial spaes andendpoint spaes in (41) and (42) are inomparable in the sense that neither of them isontained in the orresponding other one; this refers to B(1;�(�� 1q� ))p;q and B(1;�(�� 1q ))p;q� aswell as to B(1;��)p;q and B(1;�(�� 1q ))p;1 , respetively. Obviously they oinide, respetively,when 0 < q � 1 (in the ase of the initial spaes) and when q = 1 (onerning theendpoint spaes). Thus we have the general situation that
Reall that we have the same diagram with Lip(1;��)p;q replaed by B(1;�(�� 1q ))p;q . Thesespaes, however, are not omparable (in the above sense) when 1 < q <1. On the onehand, one might strengthen strutural arguments to disprove this assumption, but on theother hand it an also be seen as follows. Assume that Lip(1;��)p;q ,! B(1;�(�� 1q ))p;q for someq < 1. But funtions of the type f�;0 given by (22) belong to Lip(1;��)p;q n B(1;�(�� 1q ))p;qhoosing � suh that (�� 1q )� 1q < � < (�� 1q ). Conversely, assume that B(1;�(�� 1q ))p;q ,!Lip(1;��)p;q for some q > 1. Then one an easily disprove this assertion for p =1 by thefollowing argument: hoose u > q, thus (40) and (21) imply thatB11;u ,! B(1;�(�� 1q ))1;q ,! Lip(1;��)1;q ,! Lip(1;�(�� 1q ))1;1for �� 1q > 1q� 1u . However, studying the embedding B11;u ,! Lip(1;�(�� 1q ))1;1 we obtainedin [9: Theorem 2.1/(ii)℄ that the exponent � � 1q = 1� 1u is sharp (see also (17)); but1� 1u > 1q � 1u for q > 1. Thus B(1;�(�� 1q ))p;q annot be ontained in Lip(1;��)p;q for q > 1 (atleast when p = 1, but there should be a similar ounter-argument when 1 � p < 1).Hene the above diagram (43) looks in general like

where the left part of (44) ollapses to one spae for 0 < q � 1 and likewise the rightone when q =1.There are a lot of further related approahes to spaes of Lipshitz type (reallRemark 3). Let us �nally mention only a few, more reent papers: Aksoy and Ma-ligranda (see [1℄) studied desriptions of spaes of Lipshitz-Orliz type Lip(�;LM ) and



798 Dorothee D. HaroskeZyg(�;LM) in terms of Poisson integrals; Brandolini [5℄ introdued generalised Lipshitzspaes, i.e. spaes of the type ��X(Rn), � > 0 and X being either Lp;1(Rn) or Lp(Rn),given by kf j��X(Rn)k = kf jXk+ supÆ>0 !k(f; Æ)Xt� :In other words, for X = Lp(Rn) and � = 1 these are the above spaes Lip(1;0)p;1 ; themodi�ation for X = Lp;1(Rn) and arbitrary � > 0 are lear.Finally, the losest approah we found in the literature so far { really dealing withlogarithmi or similar modi�ations of the usual Lipshitz spaes { is given in the paper[4℄ by Bloom and De Souza. They onentrated on weighted Lipshitz spaes of thetype Lip %, where % : [0; 2�℄! [0;1) is a non-dereasing weight funtion with %(0) = 0.With a slight modi�ation we may regard %�(t) � t j log tj� (t > 0 small) as suh aweight, belonging to their lasses bp for p > 1, but %� 62 b1 (see [4: De�nition 1℄). Heresome weight % is in the lass bp (p � 1) ifZ 2�h %(t)tp+1 dt � C %(h)hp :Moreover, %� is Dini, as R h0 %(t)t dt �  %(h) for eah h > 0. In their notation we obtainthat Lip %� = Lip(1;��)1;1 and for the Zygmund spaes �(%�) = C(1;��). Reall thatsimilar spaes of the type C0;�(t)(
) (
 � Rn) were introdued by Kufner, John andFu���k in [15: De�nition 7.2.12, p. 361℄ (see Remark 3).Referenes[1℄ Aksoy, A. G. and L. Maligranda: Lipshitz-Orliz spaes and the Laplae equation. Math.Nahr. 178 (1996), 81 { 101.[2℄ Bennett, C. and K. Rudnik: On Lorentz-Zygmund Spaes. Diss. Math. 175 (1980), 1 {72.[3℄ Bennett, C. and R. Sharpley: Interpolation of Operators. Boston: Aad. Press 1988.[4℄ Bloom, S. and G. S. De Souza: Weighted Lipshitz spaes and their analyti harateri-zations. Constr. Approx. 10 (1994), 339 { 376.[5℄ Brandolini, L.: Imbedding theorems for Lipshitz spaes generated by the weak-Lp metri.J. Approx. Theory 94 (1998), 173 { 190.[6℄ Br�ezis, H. and S. Wainger: A note on limiting ases of Sobolev embeddings and onvolutioninequalities. Comm. Part. Di�. Equ. 5 (1980), 773 { 789.[7℄ DeVore, R. and G. G. Lorentz: Construtive Approximation. Berlin: Springer 1993.[8℄ Edmunds, D.E. and D.D. Haroske: Embeddings in spaes of Lipshitz type, entropyand approximation numbers, and appliations. Report. Jena: Friedrih Shiller Univ.,Forshungsergebnisse Math/Inf/98/31 (1998), 1 { 51.[9℄ Edmunds, D.E. and D.D. Haroske: Spaes of Lipshitz type, embeddings and entropynumbers. Diss. Math. 380 (1999), 1 { 43.[10℄ Edmunds, D.E. and H. Triebel: Funtion Spaes, Entropy Numbers, Di�erential Opera-tors. Cambridge: Univ. Press 1996.
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